Abstract
Introduction
One of the factors that may impact the directional accuracy, imaging quality and other crucial functions of the high-precise spacecraft is the micro-vibration of itself. There are many possible sources of such disturbance , as the momentum wheel, CMG, SADA, satellite antenna, etc.
The SADA drives the solar panel to trace the source of solar radiation corresponding to spacecraft's rotation. For features of highly accurate positioning, non-cumulative error, excellent stability of average speed under long-term operation, simple driver circuit and easy open-loop control of the stepper motor, SADA was widely implemented. The study of the SADA instruments plays an important role in understanding the impact to the spacecraft's attitude stability produced by solar panel rotation and strengthening the directional accuracy and camera imaging quality of spacecrafts by implementing corresponding isolating and controlling technologies.
In recent years, there are a great number of references aiming at illustrating the operational principle of the two-phase hybrid stepper motor and the micro-step controlling driving principle [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [10] [11] [12] [13] [16] [17] [18] [19] , designing the micro-step controlling driver circuit [6] , and studying the stepper motor's speed control mechanism [7] . Meng Zhang from Beijing Institute of Control Engineering, for instance, proposes a controlling method of torque compensation to enhance the stability of SADA's operation speed [8] . Zhu Si-hua has designed the self-adaptation current compensation driver to neutralize the impact of friction torque of driving instrument and driving torque, and then improved the accuracy and stability
Analysis of the Principle of Solar Panel Driving Mechanism
The driving function of a solar panel is provided by the stepper motor. When the stepper motor driver receives an electrical pulse, it rotates for a specific stepper angular towards a predefined direction. A specific angular displacement thus will be achieved by controlling the number of pulses. The motor rotation speed and acceleration will be the same as the pulse frequency [14] .
The teeth number of the motor used in the experiment is Z , operating beats number p . The relation between stepper angular  and beats number is Due to the limitation of manufacturing technique, the stepper angular is generally larger than expected, along with lower vibration frequency. By implementing a normal driving mechanism, the amplitude produced by the stepper angular is also larger. As a result, it could be quite possible to lose steps in this procedure. Current control and subdivision driving technologies would be implemented in this paper to raise the controlling precision, and achieve the subdivision stepper angular through controlling the current of each phase's winding coil to transfer the sine (cosine) current to trapezoidal wave that changes according to the sine (cosine) function.
The subdivision number of stepper is n, and then the motor shaft angular of each step should be:
3. Modeling of SADA Disturbance 3.1. The principles of producing SADA disturbance and electromagnetic rigidity Disturbance model is the mathematical induction model for the disturbing mechanic nature of disturbing source. The stepper is the most significant feature of the SADA. Stepper motor is an electro-mechanical apparatus driven by electrical pulses. The resonance amplitude corresponding to each single step is directly related to the increment of each step. Besides, normal driving method would generate larger amplitude for bigger step distance. Within the system's natural resonance region, it would be quite possible to lose steps. To divide one natural step of the motor into micro-subdivisions would significantly enhance the resolution of the former problem. Due to the smaller step distance, stabler motor operation, smaller amplitude and lower noise features of the micro stepper motor, there could be fewer lost steps even when it is still in the resonance region. The SADA with micro subdivision has two fundamental frequencies:
The magnetic field synthesis direction inside the motor would be modified to drive the motor rotating by electrifying the 2 phase winding coil in turn. Along with the incoming pulses, the rotor moves relatively to the stator in steps. Theoretically, one pulse would drive the rotor to rotate in a certain angular  to get an equilibrium position. Nonetheless, for the sake of electromagnetic rigidity, the rotor is not staying in stationary when it just finishes the last step and waits for the next one. In reality, it is staying in resonance region with an amplitude   around the equilibrium position.
To study the overall disturbance feature of solar panel driven by SADA by means of simulation and experimentation, three models would be implemented. 1) Dead load SADA model, to calculate the disturbance feature of itself; 2) Rigid load SADA model, to calculate its electromagnetic and rigid coupling feature; 3) Flexible load SADA model, to illustrate the exact disturbance feature of SADA driven solar panel. The disturbance equation of moving rotor consists of driving torque and damping torque:
Dead load SADA model
In this equation, 1 J is the rotary inertia of rigid load, and J is negligibly small compared to 1 J .
Flexible load SADA model

Figure 3. Flexible load SADA model
Consider only the elastic and rigid model inertia coupling, the flexible load SADA model could be:  is the SADA output rotor angle;  is the flexible load rotor angle.
Above is the disturbance model of SADA, which considers the varying pattern of its amplitude corresponding with time. The disturbance model could be interpreted into a group of overlapping simple harmonic waves. Except for the frequency of each harmonic wave, there is frequency multiplication. Therefore the disturbance model of SADA should be:
Where,   mt is the disturbance, and it could be either force or torque; n is the number of simple harmonic force; 
SADA Simulation and Validation
The mathematical model of stepper motor consists of torque, physical and motion equations. Those equations are the fundamental principles of stepper motor control [16] . The math model of two phase hybrid stepper motor is:
Electrical: 
Simulated current for stepper motor
In Figure 5 , the discretization sine-wave of simulated current with the amplitude 0.3A is subdivided into 256 steps in 1/4 cycles. After the subdivision, the pulse cycle is 0.0202s with corresponding frequency 49.5Hz. 1/4 sine-waved current cycle is 5.175s with corresponding frequency 0.193Hz. From the above graph, we could recognize that the electromagnetic frequency is 7.933Hz, subdivision of the stepper motor current is 49.5Hz and its 2 frequency multiplication. Output torque of SADA Figure 7 is the simulated frequency domain graph of rotary torque, and its disturbance frequency is the same as the electromagnetic frequency, current incentive frequency and the double frequency multiplication.
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It is demonstrated in Figure 8 that the simulated SADA revolves 0.01 radiant in 10s and the angular speed is steadily 0.058º/s, so that the validation of the simulation model was proved. (see the simulation graph for detailed information below): We could see that the current measured in the experiment was not the same as simulation, which conformed to a sort of oscillation at every phase. But it would not affect the angular acceleration feature of the stepper motor. Due to the accuracy of the current subdivision device, the stepper could be approximately 3 times bigger than usual when crossing the zero point. In the meantime, the angular acceleration could attenuate when the electromagnetic torque was weakening. All these would exert impact on the disturbance feature of SADA. Meanwhile, the changes of current amplitude would result in a relatively big angular acceleration oscillation, which means that each step of the working motor would make a significant oscillation of itself.
The dead load experiment of the SADA could calculate the number of current subdivisions
Rigid load SADA experiment
The experiment method is driving three loads SADA directly with different rotary inertia and analyzing the SADA disturbance feature by measuring the testing current, angular acceleration and disturbance. The rotary inertia could be tuned by eight square metal plates. Though the noises of bending moment measured in the experiment were larger than expected, it still could be considered as consistent with the simulated SADA torque frequency domain. The current excitement frequency is relevant to the rotary speed instead of the load. The amplitude of angular acceleration and torque at the electromagnetic frequency would decrease along with the increasing rotary inertia, but rise with the increasing rotary speed.
According to the angular acceleration and torque frequency domain graph produced from the simulation and experiment, the electromagnetic frequency d f could be identified to calculate the SADA electromagnetic rigidity. From Table 2 , it could be concluded that the simulation were consistent with experimental results. The electromagnetic rigidity would exert certain impact to the natural frequency of the payload, just like a torsional spring With the SADA working at the speed of 0.058º/s, the acceleration sensor was mounting on the flexible plate. From Figure 15 , we could tell that only two frequencies could be measured within 60Hz, 2.5Hz and 9.25Hz, while, the current excitement frequency 49.5Hz is missing. Around the 9.25Hz, there was a disturbance frequency which could be verified as environmental noises through measuring when SADA was not working. Due to the large damping generated from the sensor position, the weakened amplitude of electromagnetic frequency produced by electromagnetic rigidity could not be measured from this experiment. Therefore, only the frequency of coupled flexible load could be measured. The measurement of flexible load SADA torque under different rotary speed was provided in Table 3 . From the above table, we could conclude that the frequency calculated in the experiment is consistent to the theoretical value, whereas the amplitude would be smaller due to the significant damping of flexible plate.
Conclusion
(1) We have successfully built the disturbance model for loaded operating stepper motor and precisely illustrate the active features of SADA driven load in this research.
(2) Through theoretical analysis, simulation, and experimental comparison, the existence of electromagnetic rigidity could be proved and accurately measured.
(3) We built the mathematic model of disturbance force exerted from flexible load stepper motor mechanism to the spacecraft and verified the simulation through the experiment result. Thus a substantial reference to other motion parts mounted on the spacecraft was provided.
